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Abstract. In this work, we study the transient growth of the principal resolvent modes in the
minimal flow unit using a reformulation of resolvent analysis in a time-localized wavelet basis.
We target the most energetic spatial wavenumbers for the minimal flow unit and obtain modes
that are constant in the streamwise direction and once-periodic in the spanwise direction. The
forcing modes are in the shape of streamwise rolls, though pulse-like in time, and the response
modes are in the form of transiently growing streaks. We inject the principal transient forcing
mode at different intensities into a simulation of the minimal flow unit and compare the resulting
nonlinear response to the linear one. The peak energy amplification scales quadratically with
the intensity of the injected mode, and this peak occurs roughly at the same time for all forcing
intensities. However, the larger energy amplification intensifies the magnitude of the nonlinear
terms, which play an important role in damping the energy growth and accelerating energy decay
of the principal resolvent mode. We also observe that the damping effect of the nonlinearities
is less prominent close to the wall. Finally, we find that the principal resolvent forcing mode is
more effective than other structures at amplifying the streak energy in the turbulent minimal-
flow unit. In addition to lending support to the claim that linear mechanisms are important to
near-wall turbulence, this work identifies time scales for the nonlinear breakdown of linearly-
generated streaks.

1. Introduction

Near-wall turbulence is believed to be organized into streamwise rolls, and alternating low- and
high-speed streamwise streaks [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. These coherent structures are well-documented and
their characterization is the subject of multiple works [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Additionally, many studies
point to a quasi-periodic cycle, wherein the streamwise streaks are amplified by streamwise
vortices, meander, then break down, which subsequently regenerates new quasi-streamwise
vortices [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. The cycle, also known as the self-sustaining process, can be
more clearly observed in a minimal flow unit [18], where the domain is artificially restricted in
the streamwise and spanwise directions in order to exclude the dynamics of the outer region of
the channel. Despite the restriction, the study of the minimal flow unit reveals that the near-wall
cycle can self-sustain even when motions at larger scales are inhibited [19].
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Although nonlinear mechanisms play a role in the self-sustaining process, a lot of attention
has been given to linear mechanisms and instabilities as the drivers of this process [13, 20]. One
example is the Orr mechanism [21, 22], in which the mean shear near the wall tilts velocity
perturbations forward in the streamwise direction and stretches vertical scales, intensifying the
wall-normal velocity perturbations. Another example is lift-up [23], which occurs when wall-
normal velocity perturbations transport slow-moving fluid near the wall away into the faster
flow field farther away from the wall. Works like Del Alamo and Jiménez [10] and Pujals et

al. [24] show that, even after removing the nonlinear term from the perturbation equations,
linear transient growth via the mean shear generates the dominant (streaky) structures in wall-
bounded turbulence. The linearized system additionally accounts for much of the energy spectra
and reproduces the self-similar profile in the logarithmic region. Similarly, Lozano-Durán et

al. [20] show through numerical experiments that the minimal flow unit can sustain turbulence
without the nonlinear feedback between the velocity fluctuations and the mean velocity profile,
except when the Orr-mechanism or push-over (momentum transfer from the spanwise mean
shear into the streamwise velocity perturbation) are suppressed. The authors thus argue for
linear transient growth as a prominent mechanism for transferring energy from the mean flow to
turbulent fluctuations.

The linear amplification process linking streamwise vortices and streamwise streaks has also
been fruitfully studied through the lens of resolvent analysis [25, 26, 27]. In resolvent analysis, the
Navier-Stokes equations are reframed as a linear dynamical system for the velocity fluctuations,
and the nonlinear term as external forcing acting on this system. The goal is then to solve for
the spatial structure of the (nonlinear) forcing that generates the response (velocity) with the
largest linear energy amplification. In the context of wall-bounded turbulent flows, the method
is successful at identifying streamwise rolls as the most perturbing structures, and streamwise
streaks as the most amplified structures. Furthermore, Bae et al. [28] demonstrate the role of
these linearly-identified resolvent modes in transferring energy to coherent near-wall turbulent
perturbations, even within a fully nonlinear turbulent flow. Their study shows that projecting
out the contribution of the leading resolvent forcing mode from the nonlinear term at every time
step interrupts the streak-regeneration process and greatly suppresses buffer layer turbulence.

In resolvent analysis, the resolvent operator is constructed from the linearized Navier-Stokes
equations that are Fourier transformed in the homogeneous spatial directions and in time.
For turbulent channel flow, this means the domain is usually assumed to be periodic in the
streamwise and spanwise directions and statistically stationary in time [25, 27, 26, 29]. These
resolvent modes, which are Fourier modes in time, lack transient linear growth information.
In light of the importance of transient linear growth to wall-bounded turbulence, the aim of
this work is to reformulate resolvent analysis in a time-localized basis, such as one constructed
with wavelets rather than Fourier modes [30], and to further examine the interactions of these
transient resolvent modes with the fully nonlinear turbulent flow in the minimal flow unit.

This paper is organized as follows. In §2.1, we compute resolvent modes in a time-localized
wavelet basis as in Ballouz et al. [30], and constrain the forcing to a wavelet-shaped pulse. This
formulation yields a forcing mode in the shape of streamwise rolls that is compactly supported
in time, in addition to an optimal streak-like response that grows transiently before decaying.
The justification for the choice of spatial wavenumbers and wavelets is given in §2.2. We then
solve the fully nonlinear forced Navier-Stokes equations for the minimal flow unit at Re⌧ = 186,
using the time-localized wavelet-based resolvent forcing mode as our forcing term. This step
is detailed in §2.3. We track the evolution of this resolvent forcing mode as it generates and
amplifies streamwise streaks, and compute relevant turbulent statistics, which we present in §3.
Concluding remarks are given in §4.
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2. Methods

In this work, we consider the flow in the minimal flow unit of size Lx⇥Ly⇥Lz = 1.72�⇥2�⇥0.86�,
where � is the channel half-height, and x, y and z are the streamwise, wall-normal and spanwise
directions, respectively. We denote the velocity fluctuation field by u = [u, v, w]T , where u, v
and w are the streamwise, wall-normal, and spanwise components respectively. The system is
characterized by the friction Reynolds number Re⌧ = �u⌧/⌫ ⇡ 186, where u⌧ is the friction
velocity, and ⌫ is the kinematic viscosity. The flow is periodic in the streamwise and spanwise
directions, and the no-slip and no-penetration conditions hold at the walls of the channel.

For the direct numerical simulations (DNS) in this work, we discretize the streamwise and
spanwise directions uniformly using Nx = Nz = 32 grid points, which results in streamwise and
spanwise grid spacings of �x+ ⇡ 10 and �z+ ⇡ 5. In the wall-normal direction, we use a
Chebyshev grid of size Ny = 128, which results in a wall-normal spacing of min(�y+) ⇡ 0.17
near the wall and max(�y+) ⇡ 7.6 at the centerline. Here, the superscript + denotes wall
units normalized with u⌧ and ⌫. We discretize the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations
with a staggered, second-order-accurate, central finite difference method in space [31], and a
fractional step method is used to compute pressure [32]. Time-advancement is performed with
an explicit third-order-accurate Runge-Kutta method [33]. The DNS code has been validated in
previous studies of turbulent channel flows [34, 35, 36]. Using this discretization, we obtain a
mean streamwise velocity profile U(y) by averaging DNS results of the unforced system in the
homogeneous directions and time. This profile is used in the subsequent sections.

2.1. Spatio-temporal resolvent modes

We first compute the time-localized resolvent forcing modes and their corresponding transient
responses for the minimal flow unit. The incompressible Navier-Stokes equations for the velocity
fluctuations about the mean turbulent flow field U(y) = (U(y), 0, 0) are Fourier-transformed in
the x- and z-directions, and wavelet-transformed in time, i.e.

e@tũ = �(U · r̃)ũ� (ũ · r̃)Ũ �
1

⇢
r̃p̃+ ⌫�̃ũ+ f̃ , r̃ · ũ = 0, (1)

where (̃·) denotes a Fourier transform for a given streamwise and spanwise wavenumber pair
(kx, kz) composed with a wavelet transform in time, ⇢ is density, and p is the pressure. These
transformed quantities are functions of wall-normal position y, and the wavelet scale and shift
parameters ↵ and � , which respectively determine the time interval and frequency range of the
wavelet mode onto which we project our physical quantities [30]. The nonlinear term, denoted by
f̃ , is assumed to act as an exogenous forcing function on the velocity field. The modified spatial
derivative operators are given by r̃ = [ikx, @y, ikz]T , where i2 = �1, and �̃ = �k2x + @yy � k2z ,
and the modified time derivative operator is defined as @̃t = W � @t � W

�1, where W is the
discrete wavelet transform. The transform W projects an arbitrary function onto a set of shifted
and rescaled wavelet and scaling functions [37, 38]. The choice of wavelet-scaling-function pair
determines the properties of the transform, most notably its sparsity, which depends on the
compactness of the chosen functions, and whether it is unitary, which depends on whether the
wavelet and scaling function bases are orthonormal. For a discussion on the choice of wavelet
transform, see §2.2.

We can rearrange (1) as
ï
ũ(y,↵,�)
p̃(y,↵,�)

ò
= eH(kx,kz)

ï
f̃(y,↵,�)

0

ò
, (2)

where the linear operator eH(kx,kz) is the resolvent operator in this formulation. In the setting of a
discretized spatial and temporal domain, eH(kx,kz) is a (4NyNt)⇥(4NyNt) matrix, where Nt is the
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resolution in time. Indeed, this resolvent formulation targets all temporal basis functions, rather
than one as in traditional resolvent analysis. The factor 4 is due to the fact that the left-hand side
of equation (2) contains four variables, ũ, and p̃. Note the dependence on the spatial parameters
(kx, kz), which must be chosen to define the Fourier transform in the homogeneous directions.
To discretize the wall-normal direction, we use the same Chebyshev grid as in the DNS. The
spatial derivatives in y are similarly staggered second-order-accurate central finite differences,
and the Fourier spatial derivatives in the streamwise and spanwise directions are computed with
the modified wavenumbers that match the choice of differentiation scheme used in the DNS. We
choose a second-order-accurate central finite difference matrix for the time derivative operator.
A total time of T = 22 �/u⌧ is used to allow the resolvent response modes to decay to zero,
allowing us to use periodic boundary conditions for the time derivative matrix. Though not
shown, increasing the order of the finite difference operator does not strongly affect the resolvent
modes.

We introduce the additional step of constraining the forcing along a wavelet-shaped pulse of
any desired scale ↵ and shift � using a temporal windowing matrix B [39, 40, 30]. We then take
the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the combined operator

eH(kx,kz)B =
1X

j=1

�j ̃j(y,↵,�)⌦ �̃j(y,↵,�), (3)

where we index the singular values {�i}1i=1 such that �1 � �2 � ... � 0. The right and left singular
vectors {�̃j}

1
j=1 and { ̃j}

1
j=1 respectively define orthonormal bases for the spaces containing the

nonlinear term (forcing) and the velocity and pressure fluctuations (response). For the SVD, we
choose the inner product to be the kinetic energy seminorm, which we define for an arbitrary
vector b̃ = [b̃u, b̃v, b̃w, b̃p]T to be

kb̃k2 =
u⌧
�

1

Lx(2�)Lz

Z Lx

0

Z 2�

0

Z Lz

0

Z +1

�1
(|bu|

2 + |bv|
2 + |bw|

2) dt dz dy dx, (4)

where b = [bu, bv, bw, bp]T is the inverse transform of b̃. The kinetic energy amplification factor is
given by the square of the singular values. The forcing modes are therefore ordered decreasingly
according to the integrated kinetic energy amplification they undergo when acted on by eH(kx,kz)B,
and the response modes are the corresponding amplified coherent structures arising from this
action. Thus, �̃1 = [�̃1,u, �̃1,v, �̃1,w, 0]T generates the largest linear energy amplification via the
windowed resolvent operator, and �1 ̃1 = �1[ ̃1,u,  ̃1,v,  ̃1,w,  ̃1,p]T is the resulting optimally-
amplified transient velocity and pressure fluctuation. For all j, �j , the inverse transform of �̃j ,
is shaped in time according to the wavelet or scaling function chosen by B. As described in
Bae et al. (2021), the resolvent modes occur in equivalent pairs of equal singular values due
to the symmetry of the channel geometry. For the numerical experiments in §2.3, we linearly
combine the two equivalent forcing modes (e.g. �̃1 and �̃2) to isolate the support of the forcing
mode to the bottom half of the channel. Thus, upon injecting this mode into the DNS of the
forced Navier-Stokes equations, only the bottom of half of the channel is subject to the forcing,
allowing us to use the top half as a control system [28]. Henceforth, �̃1 will refer to the linear
combination of the first two equivalent forcing modes that limits the forcing to the bottom-half
of the channel. �̃3 is defined similarly with regards to the third and fourth forcing modes.

2.2. Choice of spatial and temporal scales

As in Bae et al. (2021), we choose to study the modes given by wavenumbers of kxLx/(2⇡) = 0
and kzLz/(2⇡) = 1, which account for a peak in the spectral energy content for the minimal flow
unit at a wall-normal height of y+ = 15. This is consistent with the idea that the minimal flow
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: Daubechies-8 scaling function ⇣ in time (a) and frequency (b) domain.

unit is the smallest channel capable of sustaining turbulent streaks; the single streak thus appears
to stretch the entire length of the domain hence the streamwise wavenumber of 0. Similarly, the
domain is only large enough to contain one low- and high-speed streak pair in the spanwise
direction, which yields the spanwise wavenumber of 1.

Traditional resolvent analysis in which the Navier-Stokes equations are Fourier-transformed
in time reveals that a temporal frequency of ! = 0 corresponds to the largest linear amplification
[28]. However, since we constrain the forcing term to a pulse that is compactly-supported in time,
resolvent analysis will not be able to target a single frequency, but will capture a wide range of
frequencies. A trade-off exists between time and frequency localization, and the more precision
we require in one domain, the less we preserve in the other [37, 38]. In this work, we use a single-
level Daubechies-8 wavelet transform [41]. Using B, we constrain the forcing term to the desired
Daubechies-8 scaling function of arbitrary shift � (i.e. centered at an arbitrary time) denoted
by ⇣(t), since it is compactly-supported in time and its Fourier-spectrum is a quasi band-pass
filter that encompasses the target frequency ! = 0 resulting in the largest linear amplification
via the traditional resolvent operator for the minimal flow unit. The scaling function satisfiesÄR +1

�1 |⇣(t)|2dt
ä
u⌧/� = 1. The chosen scaling function is shown along with its Fourier spectrum

in figure 1. We note that the simulations detailed in §2.3 resolve temporal wavenumbers up to
!�/u⌧ ⇡ 55, 000.

The obtained resolvent modes are shown in figure 2. Notably, the response modes exhibit
transient energy growth and decay as seen in figure 2(a,b). The inverse transforms of the modes
are shown in figure 2(c,d). The optimal transient nonlinear forcing mode appears in the shape
of streamwise rolls, and the optimal velocity fluctuation response appears as predominantly
streamwise streaks with alternating signs of the same magnitude. This supports the extensively-
examined claim that streamwise streaks can be linearly generated by a linear lift-up mechanism,
whereby slower moving fluid close to the wall is swept upwards into the faster moving mean flow
farther away from the wall. The streak-shaped response mode grows in intensity before fading,
showcasing the transient growth characteristic of the linearized Navier-Stokes equations for this
system.

2.3. Forced direct numerical simulations

We first perform a DNS with a fixed mean flow given by U = [U(y), 0, 0]T , which was used to
calculate the resolvent modes. From this simulation, we obtain snapshots with a frozen mean
profile and use these to initialize the ensemble of the resolvent-forced simulations. Freezing the
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2: (a) Magnitudes of the wall-normal component of the principal forcing mode (top) and
the streamwise component of the principal response mode (bottom). (b) Integrated energy of the
principal forcing (red) and response (black) modes. (c) Principal forcing mode shown at peak
amplitude (tu⌧/� ⇡ 0.40). (d) Principal response modes at peak amplitude (tu⌧/� ⇡ 2.41). In
(c,d), the contours represent the streamwise magnitude; the arrows, which show the direction of
the cross flow components, are colored according to their magnitudes

p
|�1,v|2 + |�1,w|2 in (c),

or
p

| 1,v|
2 + | 1,w|

2 in (d).

mean profile ensures that the DNS mean profile matches the one used to compute the resolvent
modes for all time. We do this by initializing the flow to have the desired mean streamwise profile
of U , then by removing the steady-state contribution of the right-hand side of the Navier-Stokes
equations. The initial snapshots from the fixed-mean simulation are separated by �t ⇡ 17.5 �/u⌧ ,
and amount to an ensemble size of approximately 990.

For each resolvent-forced simulation, we have a corresponding unforced fixed-mean simulation
with the same initial condition. We denote the velocity fluctuations for the unforced simulations
by u0, and the nonlinear terms in the momentum equations by g0. For the resolvent-forced DNS,
we introduce a forcing term proportional to �1, the inverse transform of the principal resolvent
forcing mode �̃1. The forcing, normalized so that k�̃1k

2 = 1, is scaled by a complex constant 
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with magnitude

|| := �

Ç
�

u3⌧

1

Lx(2�)Lz

Z +1

�1

Z Lx

0

Z 2�

0

Z Lz

0

����
@u0

@t

����
2

t=0
⇣(t)2dz dy dx dt

å1/2

, (5)

where � 2 {1%, 2%, 5%, 10%} such that the resolvent forcing mode is increasing the initial
energy of the right-hand side by �%. Thus, ||2 determines the integrated energy injected into
the system by the forcing. We choose \ = \h@tû(0,1)

0 ,�1i, so the forcing mode is in phase
with the right-hand side of the unforced flow-field. To test the optimality of �1 at forcing the
turbulent channel, we repeat the case with � = 5% using �3 and a randomly generated term
�rand = �̂rand(y)⇣(t), which we normalize and scale the same way. As in the unforced case,
the mean profile of the forced simulation is fixed, and we run the forced DNS for a total time of
T = 5.69 �/u⌧ .

3. Results and discussion

In this section, we define the deviation operator � as the difference between the forced and
unforced simulations, e.g., �û(0,1) = û(0,1) � û(0,1)0 . The velocity deviation field is then given by
q̂ = [�û(0,1),�v̂(0,1),�ŵ(0,1)]T , and the deviation in the nonlinear terms f̂ = �ĝ(0,1), where ĝ is
the nonlinear terms in the Navier-Stokes equations. We define the instantaneous streak energy
as

Ê(0,1)
u (t) =

1

2�

Z 2�

0

|û(0,1)|2

2
dy, (6)

and the deviation in total kinetic energy as �Ê(0,1)(t). Finally, we denote the ensemble average
by (·).

3.1. Transient energy growth and decay of streaks in the forced DNS

Figure 3(a) shows the streak energy contained in the (0, 1)-mode as a function of time, for
different resolvent-forcing amplitudes. For all cases, the energies grow and peak before decaying.
The stronger the forcing, the faster the streak energy’s growth rate, and the faster its decay.
We note that the differences in decay rate are more dramatic compared to those in growth rate
across the different forcing amplitude cases. The peak times, tpeak, defined as the times at which
the energies reach their maxima, decrease slightly with forcing amplitude, but are relatively
constant compared to the decay times, �tdecay = t10% � tpeak, which we define as the time it
takes for the energy to reduce from the peak to 10% of its peak (figures 3b, 3c). Indeed, the decay
time varies widely and scales as �tdecay ⇠ |�|�0.65. We note that all fully-coupled simulations
decay significantly faster (t ⇡ 1�/u⌧ ) than the linear response (t ⇡ 15�/u⌧ ). In addition to
energy growth and decay, we observe that the peak energy scales quadratically with the forcing
amplitudes (figure 3d).

To measure the proportion of the linearly-amplified energy captured by the forced simulations,
we compute an ensemble-averaged forcing efficiency, or effective amplification, which we define
to be

�eff =

 
1

u⌧�

Z T

0

�Ê(0,1)

||2/2
dt

!1/2

. (7)

This is analogous to �1 = maxf̃ kH̃
(0,1)

Bf̃k2/kf̃k2, where the numerator reflects the energy
contained in the velocity field perturbations, and the denominator corresponds to the forcing
amplitude. The computed �eff is shown in figure 4. The forcing efficiencies decrease with the
intensity of the forcing, and all effective amplifications are lower than �1 = 11.54. This efficiency
indicates that, for smaller resolvent forcing amplitudes, more of the forcing energy is linearly
converted into streak energy.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3: Average streak energy as a function of time (a), peak time (b), decay time (c), and
streak energy peaks (d) as a function of �. The cases plotted in (a) are � = 1% (black �), � = 2%
(cyan •), � = 5% (purple ⇥), and � = 10% (red ⇤). The dashed line in (c) is |�|�0.65. In (d), ⇥
denotes the streak energy in the unforced case.

Figure 4: Effective amplification �eff (solid) and �1 (dashed).
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Figure 5: Average deviation in the streamwise velocity of the (0, 1)-Fourier mode, |�û(0,1)/|/u⌧ .
The contours correspond to 7%, 15%, 25%, 75% and 90% of the maximum value of �1 1. The
lines represent the forced DNS case (blue), and the resolvent response (red).

3.2. Comparison of velocity deviations with linear response

To visualize the alignment of the velocity fluctuation fields with the linear response mode across
all wall normal heights, we plot the contours of the streamwise velocity magnitude deviations for
the (0, 1)-Fourier mode, along with the contours of the linear resolvent response modes (figure
5). At earlier times (t < 0.7�/u⌧ ), the responses for both the � = 1% and � = 10% cases are very
similar to the linear mode. The strongly-forced case, however, quickly reverts to the unforced
channel flow statistics beyond an eddy turnover time unit. In contrast, the lightly-forced case of
� = 1% exhibits a longer-lasting velocity deviation, especially in the near wall region (y+ < 15).

To more closely investigate how the agreement of the forced simulations and the optimal linear
response varies with y+, we show �û(0,1) divided by the scaling constant  at two wall-normal
heights, along with the linear response at those heights (figure 6). Though the initial growth
rates are similar to the linear case and we obtain good collapse prior to t ⇡ 0.7�/u⌧ , the streak
velocities peak earlier and decay more quickly for larger forcing amplitudes. For a given forcing
amplitude, we notice that �û(0,1) diverges from the optimal linear response around the same
time at both wall-normal locations plotted in figure 6. However, as y+ moves closer to the wall,
the growth rate of the linear response increases, and �û(0,1) manages to recover more of the
linearly-amplified energy before decaying, which leads to a better agreement between the forced
simulations and the optimal linear response in the near-wall region.

We quantify the linearity of the turbulent responses by projecting the deviation of the
fluctuation field q̂(0,1) onto the response mode �1 1. We similarly compute the projection
of the deviation in nonlinear fluctuations f̂

(0,1) on the principal resolvent forcing mode �1.
For a system governed by the linearized Navier-Stokes equations, we expect the projection of
both q̂(0,1) onto �1 1 and f̂

(0,1) onto �1 to be equal to 1. The results are shown in figure 7.
The magnitude of the projection of q̂(0,1) onto ��1 1 decreases with the intensity of the forcing
(figure 7a). The magnitude trend reflects the results in figure 6, which shows that the linear
transient growth behavior lasts for shorter times as the forcing amplitude increases. The angle
of the projection also varies widely for different values of �.

Compared to the velocity fluctuation projection, the magnitude of the projection of the
nonlinear term is much lower and relatively constant with �. This shows that, across all forcing
cases, the injected resolvent mode accounts for very little of the Reynolds stresses in the system.
Considering this result, it is remarkable that the forcing successfully produces significant energy
growth that tracks the optimal linear response to the observed degree.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: Average deviation in the streamwise velocity of the (0, 1)-Fourier mode at y+ ⇡ 16
(a) and 39 (b). The cases plotted are � = 1% (black �), � = 2% (cyan •), � = 5% (purple ⇥),
� = 10% (red ⇤), and the linear response mode �1 1 (black, dashed).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7: Magnitude (a) and phase (b) of the average projection of the velocity field deviation
onto the principle resolvent response mode  1. Magnitude (c) and phase (d) of the average
projection of the deviation in the nonlinear terms onto the principle resolvent forcing mode �1.
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‘ ‘

Figure 8: Streamwise spectral energy content |û|2/(2u2⌧ ) at y+ ⇡ 16 for � = 1% (top) and
� = 10% (bottom). The spectra shown are at times t = 0.5�/u⌧ (left), 1�/u⌧ (middle) and
2�/u⌧ (right). The energy contained in the (0, 0)–mode (red) is excluded for clarity.

3.3. Spectra

We compute the streamwise and spanwise spectra at a wall-normal height of y+ ⇡ 16 for � = 1%
and � = 10%, before the energy peak (t = 0.5 �/u⌧ ), during energy decay (t = �/u⌧ ), and
after decay (t = 2 �/u⌧ ). The results are shown figure 8. Across all times, the (0,±1)–mode
is the most dominant one, accounting for 30% � 70% of the total turbulent energy, followed by
the (0,±2)– mode accounting for 6% � 18%. During the energy decay of the (0, 1)–mode, the
strongly-forced case exhibits energy transfer to secondary modes, especially the (±1,±1)–modes.
These multiscale effects are not as prominent for the lightly-forced case.

The energy cascade to smaller scales is clearly visible in figures 9a and 9b, which plot the
energy content in the (0,±1)–mode and the smaller scales as function of time for the different
forcing amplitude cases at y+ ⇡ 16 and y+ ⇡ 39. Across all forcing amplitudes, the rise of
the energy content of smaller scales coincides with the start of the energy decay of the (0, 1)–
mode, i.e., the interrupted growth and faster decrease of |û(0,1)|2/(2u2⌧ ) compared to the optimal
linear response. At both wall normal heights shown in figures 9a and 9b, we observe that a
higher amplification triggers an earlier and larger energy leak into the smaller spatial scales.
Furthermore, for a given forcing amplitude, the energy content of the small scales rises faster
and peaks earlier farther away from the wall.

To better visualize the cross-scale energy transport timescales, we plot the streamwise energy
peak times for the (0,±1)–mode and the smaller scales as a function of y+ and for different
forcing amplitudes (figures 9c). For all wall-normal heights, increasing the forcing amplitude
indeed causes the energy of both the (0,±1)–mode and the smaller scales to peak earlier. For
a given forcing amplitude, the peak time for the (0,±1)–mode is constant with y+ in the near
wall region, increases slightly with y+ in the buffer layer, and plateaus again in the outer region
of the flow. The variation in the energy peak times for the smaller scales is more dramatic: the
peak time is also constant in the near-wall region, but decreases significantly with y+ within the
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 9: Streamwise spectral energy content at y+ ⇡ 16 (a) y+ ⇡ 39 (b) and for the (0,±1)–
Fourier modes (solid lines) and the other fluctuation wavenumbers (dashed lines). (c) Energy
peak times for the (0,±1)–mode (solid) and the smaller scales (dashed) cases. (d) Timescale for
the cross-scale energy transport. Colors indicate � = 2% (blue), � ⇡ 5% (purple), and � = 10%
(red). The horizontal black lines in (c) and (d) represent y+ = 15 and y+ = 40, which delineate
the buffer layer.

buffer layer, and levels off in the outer region.
We define the timescale for cross-scale energy transport, �ttrans, as the time delay between

the energy peaks of the (0,±1)–modes and the smaller scales; its dependence on y+ is mostly
determined by the energy peak time for the smaller scales (figure 9d). Interestingly, though
a larger forcing amplitudes accelerates the energy transport from the (0,±1)–mode to smaller
scales for all wall normal heights, the sensitivity of �ttrans to forcing amplitude decreases as y+

moves farther away from the wall. Indeed, in the outer regions of the flow, �ttrans converges to
a value of approximately 0.18 �/u⌧ for high forcing amplitude.

3.4. Optimality of resolvent forcing

We finally compare the results of forcing using the principal resolvent forcing mode �1, the first
suboptimal mode �3, and the random mode �rand. We see that the streak energy grows to
higher peak when the minimal flow unit is forced by �1 than when forced by �3 (figure 10). In
both cases, the minimal flow unit is much more responsive compared to the case with random
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Figure 10: Average streak energy for forcing terms aligned with �1 (red ⇤), �3 (cyan •), and
�rand (dashed black). The unforced case is shown in black.

forcing. This suggests that resolvent analysis identifies a forcing structure to which the minimal
flow unit is indeed sensitive, even when governed by the fully nonlinear Navier-Stokes equations.
We note, however, that the advantage the optimal forcing mode is significantly reduced as the
effective amplifications, �eff, in DNS forced by �1 and �3 differ only by a factor of 1.03, whereas
�1/�3 = 2.16.

4. Conclusions

In this work, we studied the growth of time-localized resolvent modes in the minimal flow unit at
Re⌧ ⇡ 186. We formulated resolvent analysis in a wavelet-basis in time that endows the resolvent
modes with transient information, and obtained a linearly optimal time-localized forcing mode
and its corresponding transient response mode.

Resolvent analysis ignores the feedback between the velocity fluctuations and the nonlinear
terms; we thus tested the optimality of the resolvent forcing within a DNS of a minimal flow unit
by numerically injecting the principal resolvent forcing mode into the flow at varying amplitudes.
This allowed us to investigate the interactions between the transiently growing linear response
mode and the nonlinear effects of the turbulent flow. We compared the resulting flow to one
forced by the first suboptimal forcing mode and another forced by a spatially-random forcing.
The principal resolvent forcing produces a larger transient energy growth than the suboptimal
mode, but the energy amplification was notably lower in both cases compared to the linearized
case. Both systems were significantly more amplified than the random forcing case. In all cases,
the injected forcing term is negligible compared to the newly-induced Reynolds stresses, and it is
remarkable that it still manages to produce a significant energy amplification and a perturbation
to the velocity field that tracks the optimal linear response for a short time.

The nonlinearities of turbulence interrupt the initial algebraic energy growth driven by the
linear dynamics of the flow. This is seen in all cases forced by the principal resolvent mode,
though the amplitude of the resolvent forcing affects how closely the turbulent trajectory behaves
like the optimal resolvent response mode. Across all forcing amplitudes, the initial growth
phase is similar, and the systems peak at roughly the same time. However, the higher the
forcing amplitude, the faster the decay of the system back to the unforced turbulent system.
The more intense Reynolds stresses in the high-amplitude-forcing cases are more effective at
damping the effects of the initial forcing. Additionally, the forced DNS flow fields are closer
to the resolvent response mode in the near-wall region. The spectral energy content becomes
increasingly nonlinear and multi-scale during the decay phase due to a transfer of energy to the
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non-forced spatial scales. This cross-scale energy transfer is more prominent and occurs faster for
the high-amplitude-forcing cases. The nonlinear effects interrupt the initial linear energy growth
mechanism and lead to streak breakdown.
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